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COPE provides thought leadership on publication ethics and practical resources to educate and support editors.

Wiley provides membership for COPE for all of our journal editors. Editors can also nominate another individual on their editorial team to share the benefits of membership. If you are unsure about how to access COPE materials, please alert your Wiley journal publishing manager.

Via the COPE website, you can access:
- COPE’s recommended Core Practices for journals and publishers
- A set of eLearning modules for editors who want to improve their understanding on publication ethics, which provide practical guidance on how to handle misconduct
- Official guidelines including advice regarding retractions
- Discussion documents on topical issues
- Information about past cases and the approach taken to resolve them

There is also a monthly newsletter, COPE Digest which provides news on COPE’s activities and other current publication ethics issues straight to your inbox. We encourage you to register to receive the newsletter.

COPE Flowcharts are a series of helpful “decision trees” to guide editors in handling a particular publication ethics issue. For example, if you are faced with a case of suspected plagiarism in a published article, you can follow the flowchart on plagiarism and work through the steps.

There are currently 18 flowcharts—available in multiple languages—covering a wide variety of typical situations editors may face.

Access COPE at publicationethics.org/